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Abstract-The
paper establishes several robustness, optimality, and convergence properties of the widely
used class of instantaneous-gradient adaptive algorithms.
The analysis is carried out in a purely deterministic
framework and assumes no apriori statistical information. It starts with a simple Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
for vectors in an Euclidean space and proceeds to derive
local and global energy bounds that are shown here to
highlight, as well as explain, several relevant aspects of
this important class of algorithms.

I.

INTRODUCTION

One of the most widely used algorithms in current
practice is the Least-Mean-Squares (LMS) algorithm of
Widrow and Hoff (1960). Its simplicity and widespread
applicability have led to an enormous interest in the
analysis of its performance and convergence properties, and to the introduction of many different variants
with the intent of improving several of its characteristics (see, e.g., [1]-[5] and the references therein). But
most of the available studies and convergence analysis, however, rely on certain fundamental statistical assumptions that, in many respects, are restrictive and
far from the conditions under which the LMS algorithm and its several variants have proven themselves
in practical situations. This paper addresses these issues and provides a novel unified analysis of a wide class
of instantaneous-gradient adaptive algorithms within a
purely deterministic framework. Several new local and
global error-energy bounds are established that explain
the robustness behaviour of the gradient recursions on
a step-by-step basis, as well as over intervals of time. A
convergence analysis is also provided that shows, under certain deterministic conditions on the data and
noise sequences, that the estimate of the weight vector
~~
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11.

THESTOCHASTIC
MODEL

For the sake of illustration and completeness, this section reviews the standard stochastic model that is of-
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converges to the true weight vector (rather than the
Wiener solution). The analysis provided herein leads
to a much-needed theoretical validation of this class of
adaptive algorithms.
For the special case of the LMS algorithm, it was
recently argued in [6], using arguments based on the
notion of estimation in indefinite metric spaces, that
the LMS algorithm is an optimal Ha-filter as time progresses to infinity, thus leading to connections with recent work in the fields of robust estimation and control.
The current paper provides a new unified framework that extends this, and other results, in some directions. The derivation given here encompasses a wide
range of instantaneous-gradient algorithms with the
LMS case being a special example. It also exhibits
new local error-energy bounds for the varied gradient recursions. These bounds explain the behaviour
of the update-recursions on a local level, i.e., from one
time-instant to another. The approach also provides
a global optimization criterion that is valid over finite
intervals of time, and with no assumptions neither on
the noise sequence nor on the data sequence. A convergence analysis is also provided that employs no statistical considerations and establishes the behaviour of
the algorithm as time progresses to infinity.
We may also remark that the analysis in this paper
extends equally well to the class of IIR gradient-based
schemes as well as to filtered error variants. These extensions will be discussed elsewhere (e.g., [lo]) and, in
fact, can be regarded as special cases of a class of socalled (linear and nonlinear) Hm adaptive filters studied in [ll].
Finally, we shall use small boldface letters to denote
vectors and capital boldface letters to denote matrices.
Also, the symbol ‘‘d’ will denote Hermitian conjugation
(complex conjugation for scalars).

ten used to motivate gradient-descent algorithms. This
also serves the purpose of introducing several quantities
that are of interest further ahead.
So let w be a column vector of M unknown parameters that will be referred to as the weight vector.
Consider further a zero-mean random signal d ( i ) and a
zero-mean input row vector ui with u2 = E(d*(i)d(i)),
R = E(ui+ui),and p = E(ufd(i)). Here the letter
E stands for expectation. Let u ( i ) denote the difference u ( i ) = d ( i ) - uiw, which thus represents the
noise component that explains the mismatch between
d ( i ) and uiw. The u ( i ) is again a zero-mean random
variable whose variance will be denoted by J(w) =
Jqw*(iMi)),

J(w) = u2 - p'w

- w'p

+ W'RW .

(1)

111. GRADIENT-DESCENT
ALGORITHMS

+ p(i)uf [ d ( i ) - uiwi-11

,

W-1

(2)

,

6 ) The instantaneous-gradient algorithm (3) does not
lead to the exact minimization of J(w) in (1). It
is thus natural to seek an optimization criterion
for which (3) is a natural solution. The answer is
provided in Theorem 2 below.
(ii) The second point that is addressed here is the
study of the basic properties of recursion (3) on a
step-by-step, as well as a global, basis and without any statistical assumptions. This is addressed
in Theorem 1 below.

LOCALERROR-ENERGY
BOUNDS:
PASSIVITY
RELATIONS

We now invoke a simple Cauchy-Schwarz argument (see,
e.g., last Section in [7])to establish several local energy
bounds that characterize the behaviour of the gradient
recursion (3) on a step-by-step basis. For this purpose,
it is instructive to ignore the gradient recursion (3) all
by itself and to simply note the following: pick any
positive real number p ( i ) that satisfies p(i)lluilli 5 1,
and pick any vector q as an estimate for the unknown
weight vector w.This is clearly a very crude estimator:
it randomly picks a vector q and uses it as an estimate
for w . But still, and because of the condition on p ( i ) ,
this estimator guarantees that the following bound is
always satisfied:

where U
, is a positive step-size parameter and w-1 is
an initial guess.
Several other variants (such as E-LMS, a-LMS,
projection LMS, etc.) have been proposed in the literature with the intent of improving several of the convergence and robustness properties of (2). These employ
timevariant step-sizes and take the general form

= wi-1

ADDRESSED

Several open issues regarding the behaviour of recursion (3) will be addressed in this paper:

V.

A major inconvenience of solving the normal equations is that they require apriori knowledge of the autocorrelation and cross-correlation quantities R and p,
respectively. But even if these quantities were available, the M x M linear system of equations still needs to
be solved for the optimal weight WO. This may require
a significant amount of computational effort, especially
for large values of M .
A way out of this is to employ an approximate
gradient-descent solution. In this method, weight estimates are recursively updated along the negative direction of the instantaneous gradient of J(w), leading
to the so-called LMS recursion:

W;

BE

(iii) The last issue to be studied here establishes the
convergence, under purely deterministic conditions, of the gradient-based estimates wi relative to the true weight vector w , rather than the
Wiener solution WO. This is established in Theorem 3 below.

The objective is to determine an estimate for the weight
vector w, say W O , so as to minimize the variance J(w)
of the noise component u ( i ) . The optimal estimate,
W O , can be easily seen to be the solution of the normal
system of equations p = Rwo.

wi = w i - l + pu; [ d ( i )- uiwi-11,

Iv. QUESTIONS
TO

(4)

This follows from the Cauchy-Schwarzinequality luiw uiqI2 5 IIuilli IIw - qllf. We have assumed above that
the obvious choice q = w is avoided so as to avoid a
ratio with zero numerator and denominator. However,
here and in later places in the paper, we can avoid
this technicality by working all through with differences
rather than ratios, say luiw-uiq1'-p-l(i)llw-qqllg
5
0. But we shall continue, for now, to express our results
in terms of ratios for convenience of exposition.
Continuing with (4), it is certainly true that if its
denominator is increased by any positive value, say by

(3)

with many possible choices for p ( i ) . Here, and for the
sake of generality, a general time-variant step-size p ( i )
will be considered, rather than focus on special choices.
Also, it should be added that the framework of this
paper is equally applicable to recursions with matrix
step-sizes.
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the noise term lu(i)12, then the ratio is still bounded
by 1,

These local bounds show, on a step-by-step basis,
how the energies of the apriori and aposteriori residuals
compare with the energies of the disturbances due to
v ( i ) and to the weight estimation errors, (w - ~ i or (w - wi). They also lead to an important conclusion regarding the optimality and convergence of
instantaneoua-gradient algorithms as we now verify.

The inequalities (4) and (5) are valid for any data ui as
long as p(i)lluiII$5 1 and they are valid for any choice
of q. They are, therefore, certainly valid for a q that
is generated by the gradient recursion (3). So if q is
replaced by wi-1 it follows that
lUiW

- uiwi-112

p-l(i)llw - wi-111$

+ Iv(i)12

<l.
-

VI.

~ )

GLOBAL
ERROR-ENERGY
BOUNDS:
MAPPING
CONTRACTION

Assume we run the gradient recursion (3) from time
i = 0 up to time N and that, at each time instant i ,

(6)

the p ( i ) is chosen to satisfy p ( i ) lluillE 5 1. It then
follows that the first inequality in Theorem 1 holds for
each 0 5 i 5 N ,

One might then wonder in what sense does the gradient recursion (3) alter (6)? It can be easily seen that
it allows a further tightening of the inequality and to
conclude that the following also holds,

p(i)lea(i)12

L IIW-wi-lI1;- IIw-will;+~(i>l~(i>12
.

Summing over i we conclude that we must have (we
now use the simplifying notation w
i = w - wi)
where we have replaced, for notational convenience, the
term ui(w - wi-1) by e , ( i ) - also known as the apriori
estimation error. This establishes a local error-energy
bound: it states that no matter what the value of the
noise component v ( i ) is, and no matter how far the
estimate wi-1 is from the true vector w, the sum of
the energies of the resulting errors, viz., p-l(i)Ilw will:+ lea(i)I2, will always be smaller than or equal to
the sum of the energies of the starting errors (or disturbances), p-l(i)Ilw - wi-lII$ I v ( i ) I 2 . This can also
be interpreted as a passivity relation. In fact, other
similar local relations can be established by following similar arguments, and we shall forgo the details
here. We instead collect the results into a theorem:
let e p ( i ) = uiw - uiwi denote the secalled aposteriori estimation error at time i . Also, define the factor
~ ( i=) k-'(i) - IIuillI].

+

where we have also introduced the normalized apriori residuals and the normalized noise signals, e,(i) =
e,(i) and 5 ( i ) =
~ ( i )The
. numerator of
(8) is the sum of the energies of the normalized apriori
residuals E,(i) over 0 5 i I N, and the energy of the
final weight-error at time N . Likewise, the sum in the
denominator consists of two terms: the energy of the
normalized noise signal over the same time interval and
the energy of the weight error due to the initial guess.
Consequently, (8) establishes a global energy bound
over the interval of duration (N 1): it states that the
(block lower triangular) matrix that maps the normalized noise signals { 5 ( i ) } E 0and the initial uncertainty
G-l to the normalized apriori residuals {Za(i)}Eoand
the final weight error I%N is always a contraction mapping - see Figure 1 further ahead. This means that the
2-induced norm of this mapping, denoted by TN,is
always upper bounded by one (1lTNII2,ind 5 1) - in the
language of robust filtering and control (e.g., [8,9]), the
2-induced norm is often referred to as the H m -norm
(due to connections with a frequency domain interpretation that we forgo here).
Alternatively, if we denote by AN(w-1, v ( . ) ) the
difference between the numerator and the denominator
of (81,
AN(W-l,v(*))=
(9)

+

Theorem 1 (Energy Bounds) The following local energy bounds always hold at each time instant i :

f
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N

N

the form: wi = w i - l + f ( ~ i , v ( i ) + e , ( i ) ) , f(ui,O)= 0 ,
where f(x,z) is any (linear or nonlinear) vector function with arguments (x, z ) that satisfies the condition
f(x,O) = 0. This includes the gradient recursion (3)
as well as the RLS recursion [1,7] as special cases. It
is immediate to see that for any such algorithm, if we
choose w-1 # w and set ~ ( i =
) - e a ( i ) then the ratio
in (12) will be one and, consequently, the maximum
over all (w-1 # w , v ( . ) ) will necessarily be larger than
or equal to 1.
More generally, let A denote any given causal algorithm and assume we perform the following experiment
on A. We initialize it with w-1 = w and define the
noise sequence ~ ( i in) terms of the resulting (successive) apriori estimation errors as follows: ~ ( i=) - e o ( i )
for 0 5 i 5 N . Then it always holds that

then we also conclude from the argument pior to (8)
that we always have, for any w-1 and U(-),
AN(W-1, U(*))

5 0.

(10)

Global bounds similar to (8) and (10) and that are
based on aposteriori residuals can also be established
by invoking the third inequality in Theorem 1, We
shall not pursue these details here for obvious reasons
of brevity. Instead, we shall expand on the significance
of such global relations. This will be achieved, for instance, by showing how the global relation (8) allows us
to provide a statement concerning the minimax nature
of gradient algorithms.

MINIMAXOPTIMALITY OF
GRADIENT
RECURSIONS

VII.

The global property (8) (or (10)) is valid for any initial
guess w-1 and for any noise sequence v ( . ) , as long as
the p ( i ) are properly bounded. One might then wonder
whether the bound in (8) is tight or not. That is, are
there disturbances { w - ~ , u ( . ) }for which the ratio in
(8) can be made arbitrarily close to one (or AN in (10)
arbitrarily close to zero)? The answer is positive. TO
clarify this, we rewrite the gradient recursion (3) in the
a1t ernative form
Wi

=

wi-1

+ p ( i ) u r [e,(i) + v ( i ) ]

,

N

N

i=O

i=O

no matter what the resulting value of WN is. Therefore, this particular choice of initial guess (w-1 = w)
and noise sequence {U(.)} will always result in a difference AN that is nonnegative. This implies that for any
causal algorithm it always holds that

(11)
For the gradient recursion (3) we were able to show
that the maximum has to be exactly zero because the
global property (10) already provided us with an inequality in the other direction. This may or may not
hold for any other causal algorithm. We can therefore
state that among all causal algorithms, the gradienttype recursion (3) is one that solves the following optimization problem:

We can now envision a noise sequence v ( i ) that satisfies
v ( i ) = -ea(;),
at each time instant i (after all, we
have no saying in the values that the v ( . ) can assume).
In this case, the above gradient recursion trivializes
to wi = wi-1 for all i; thus leading to WN = w-1
and the ratio in (8) will be one for any w-1 # w .
Correspondingly, AN will be zero for any w-1. This
means that the maximum value of the ratio in (8),over
the unknowns tw-1, v ( - ) } , is equal to one,

and that the optimal value is equal to zero. As explained before, AN has the following physical interpretation: for any causal algorithm we define the (block
lower) triangular operator 7 N that maps the initial disturbances {*-I, c(-)}to the resulting estimation errors
{ S Na,(-)}.
,
Then AN measures the difference between
the output energy and the input energy of I N . The
gradient recursion (3) is thus an algorithm that minimizes the maximum possible difference between these
energies over all disturbances. More intuitively, it minimizes the maximum effect of the input disturbances
over the resulting estimation-error energy.

(12)
Also,
Another question of interest is the following: how does
the gradient recursion (3) compare with other possible recursive algorithms' for the update of the weight
estimate?
As a motivation, we first consider the important
subclass of algorithms that involve update-recursions of
~~

We assume the algorithms are causal in the sense that the
weight estimate at time i is only a function of the data {U,,d ( j ) }
up to and including time i .

Theorem 2 (Minimax Optimality) Among all causal
estimators that recursively estimate the unknown weight
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the normalized apriori residuals obtained via the gradient recursion (3) tend to zero, liq-,oo m e a ( i ) = 0.
If the input vectors {
u i } are further persistently
ezciting then lim+w Wi = W .

IX.
Figure 1: Causal mapping 7 N .

We finally remark that the point of view taken in this
work can be extended to deal with gradient-type recursions that often arise in IIR modeling, as well as
with variants that employ filtered error quantities. In
these cases some nonlinearities arise that can still be
properly handled within the framework of the current
paper. These extensions will be treated elsewhere (see,
e.g., [10,11] and the references therein). In particular,
the gradient recursion (3), as well as the IIR extensions,
can be viewed as special cases of secalled (linear and
nonlinear) HM-adaptive filters studied in [ll].

vector w, starting with an initial guess w - 1 and producing successive estimates { W O ,. . . ,WN} and successive residuals { e a ( 0 ) ,. . .,ea(N)}, the gradient recursion (3) is one solution that solves the min-mat problem (13), where A N is as defined in (9). Moreover, the
optimal (i.e., the minimum) value is equal t o zero.

VIII.

GRADIENT
ALGORITHMS

CONVERGENCE OF

We now study the convergence of the gradient recursion
(3) from a deterministic point of view, and without assuming any statistical information. We instead require
the following:
(i) Finite noise energy:

CEOp(i)lv(i)I2<
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(ii) Persistent excitation. That is, the input vectors
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N
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